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ABOUT
Spinning tales of subtle magic with unexpected twists, she packages satisfying
stories that reads like no others. Byrd writes the book you need, not the one
you expected.
Described by one reviewer as a "literary glass of bourbon after a long day,” and
another: "When I get a Byrd story, I know I'm in good hands."
Whether it is a Doppelgänger who was once a medieval knight now working in
college administration, or an updated Red Riding Hood escaping a post-WWI
wolf pack, her characters all feel real.
That Celtic goddess at the pet store? She's someone you know. A medieval
queen fleeing an abusive marriage? You experience her pain and triumph.
With a B.A. in journalism, she worked as a newspaper reporter, covering news,
schools, and lifestyle for both weeklies and dailies. She was the first journalist
to serve as director of The Forest Heritage Center in Beavers Bend State Park,
Oklahoma.
Her hobbies include reading, nature hikes, and traveling when she has the
money. She seldom has the money. Married to a man who reads all her books
but with two adult children who never read them. Byrd has cats, which makes
her a legit author.

BOOK CLUBS

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Goodreads/Byrd_Nash
Bookbub.com/profile/byrd-nash
Facebook.com/byrdnashbooks/
Instagram @byrd_nash
Pinterest.com/byrd_nash/
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Rebecca Marler was born in Oklahoma City in 1963 and was one of five children. Her
family moved to Huber Heights, Ohio, for approximately seven years from 3rd to 9th
grade. It was here she developed a lifelong love of reading, trees, and horses.
Returning to Oklahoma at age 13, she graduated high school from Carl Albert in 1981.
She completed an Associate in Arts in English from Rose State College in 1982.
After a year of working multiple jobs at the same time in Dallas, Texas, she returned to
Oklahoma. She completed a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, Professional Writing, at the
University of Central Oklahoma in 1986. She graduated when the Daily Oklahoman's
headline announced a 21% state unemployment rate because of the oil industry's
collapse.
She worked as a news and school reporter for the Pauls Valley Daily Democrat and the
Duncan Banner, daily newspapers. Rebecca was the lifestyles editor for the HeraldDemocrat in Siloam Springs, Arkansas. Her comprehensive coverage of the community
was one of the main reasons the competing newspaper bought out the paper.
She was the first journalist hired to be the museum director of the Forest Heritage
Center in Beavers Bend State Park. The governor invited the Oklahoma Forestry
Division to take part in the Traditions 1989 festival because of her efforts.
She returned to fantasy with a children's party business of princesses and pirates, while
also being a Girl Scout troop leader. Rebecca taught horseback riding lessons to youths
and adults and has a fat retired pony to prove it.
In 1989, she married and honeymooned in Eureka Springs, Arkansas, which is still one
of her favorite places to visit. She has two grown children and is officially an empty
nester, even though the kids keep finding the house.
When she isn't writing, she loves nature walks or hiking (but not in the rain, nor with
Pina Coladas).

A SPELL OF ROWANS
BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR
ABOUT
With their magical talents twisted by their mother, the Rowan siblings
unite to solve her murder.
Magic comes in threes.

REVIEWS
"I could not stop reading if I wanted to,
and I don't want to stop. This book is
gripping, a real page turner."
"Wow! I had tears. This is one amazing,
magical book - The ending was
absolutely perfect. This is truly
a special book."
"This book is one of those special ones
that don't fall into just one category.
There's magic, and mystery and family
drama. Can the siblings come out of
their protective shells to help each
other, or will their mother's death
make them retreat even further."
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Victoria, whose empathic talent reads hidden feelings. Phillipa, with a
glamour that bewitches. Liam, who can touch an object to reveal its
past.
All are in danger.
Their narcissistic mother, Rachel Rowan, sniffed out secrets. Her
antique shop, Rosemary Thyme, was a front to torment the residents of
Grimsby. With her death, the murder of her assistant, and a missing
blackmail book, Vic must discover the truth before the past destroys
her.
And that hometown boy Vic dumped way back? He's in Grimsby and
knows the truth about her.
Perfect for fans of Practical Magic (Alice Hoffman), Garden Spells
(Sarah Addison Allen), and The Witches of New York.
A story of trauma and healing by gaining power over a haunted past.
NOTE: Trigger warnings for child abuse and past trauma, with one
assault scene, and some cursing.
Genre: Contemporary Romantic Suspense, Women's literature,
Contemporary Literature, Fantasy, all with Magical Realism,

A SPELL OF ROWANS
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SNIPPET
“Do I understand that there is a missing black book somewhere that
has incriminating evidence of your mother’s blackmail payments? You
think Patty had it? The woman your brother may have murdered?”
Hunter’s voice rose in pitch almost to what I might call a shriek, if he
ever did something that undignified. Reed put a commiserating hand
on his shoulder.
“Now you feel my pain, my brother.”
“That’s an excellent summary, except you forgot the death-curse,” I
said.
“And it’s not a black book, it’s brown.” My sister raised her purse as if
she was about to hit Liam, but she arrested the impulse in mid-strike.
“Deacon wouldn’t understand what was in it. It’s all in code.” Liam’s
fingers flew over the phone screen. He scored again.
“Have the police found anything like that?” I asked Reed.
“Not as far as I know. They didn’t find it at the crime scene.”

REVIEWS
"Vic's profession is a fantastic
metaphor for the story. She makes her
living through art restoration, and
feels that it is up to her to restore what
went wrong. Also, to me, this story is
very much like Impressionism. It's not
a photo-realistic view, but its
emotional impact leaves you knowing
exactly what it's about."
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Tucking his phone back into his pocket and putting his sunglasses
back on his face, Liam said, “Probably Patty hid the book at her house.
If you take me there, I’ll be able to find it by listening to it.”
I said brightly, “Anyone up for a break-in?”

Perfect for fans of Practical Magic (Alice Hoffman), Garden Spells
(Sarah Addison Allen), and The Witches of New York.
NOTE: Trigger warnings for child abuse and past trauma, with one
assault scene, and some cursing.
Genre: Contemporary Romantic Suspense, Women's literature,
Contemporary Literature, Fantasy, all with Magical Realism,

BOOK Q&A: A SPELL OF ROWANS BY BYRD NASH
Rowans is about siblings and childhood trauma. What did you draw from your experiences
to write this novel?
That's a natural question and my answer is all of it, and none of it.
The deep feelings I have about being raised by a father who had periodic rages, and a mother who gave hurtful
criticism are all real. All the feelings found in the book are authentic. I have seen my brothers dragged up the
stairs before I hid under the bed to escape seeing their beating. I have dealt with a self-absorbed mother who
rejected her own daughters when they didn’t comply with her demands.
I have experienced all the sibling bonds and feelings inherent in the position: Philippa, the oldest who tries to
protect the younger children; Victoria, who feels the burden of guilt because of what she did and didn’t do; and
Liam, who’s unique nature makes him a target that can’t easily cope with the pain.
What is not my experience is the extent Rachel Rowan abuses her three children. I won’t give spoilers, but an
intense scene between Rachel and Liam as a child is brutal. While that incident never happened in my life, I
channeled my knowledge of violent, egotistical parents to write this scene. It makes what happened to Liam feel
devastatingly real.
Liam became a favorite character of many readers. The youngest of three and the only brother, he’s never been
accepted fully by people outside the family. He’s also a character who appears odd due to his magical talents. The
question of him being learning disabled, possibly autistic, is raised in the book.
In Rowans, I wanted to showcase a character who perhaps doesn’t fit the idea of average, but is immensely lovable
and can be respected as being his own person. And Liam really wins over the reader because he is the blunt, honest
person we all wish we could be.
I have two ADHD sons and I’ve battled school administrations, doctors and counselors to help them in a society
that isn't so accepting. I’m pleased to bring Liam to life in this book, and doubly pleased that he’s been met with
such love and acceptance from readers.
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BOOK Q&A: A SPELL OF ROWANS BY BYRD NASH
How did A Spell of Rowans come about?
After I finished my last project, I was doing some house downsizing when I came across an old photograph. It told a
story that insisted on being written right away! It took over my life and obsessed me as a writer, and I hope it
possesses my readers. Of all of my current books, this was the most emotional one for me to write, as it draws from
many of my own life experiences (amplified for fiction). It is a story that will pull at your heartstrings.
What is Magical Realism to you?
In the purest sense, Magical Realism would have a political component and message. However, genres are
constantly changing and it now applies to stories where magic is accepted without question by the characters.
In A Spell of Rowans, all three of Rachel’s children possess a talent: empathy, psychometry, and glamour. However,
while magic happens throughout the book, the main story arc is about relationships between the siblings and
healing from past wounds.
Is there romance?
There is wonderful tender romance, but the book is more than boy-meets-girl. Spell is the journey of how we deal
with childhood trauma and the hope of healing from it when we challenge the monsters of our past.
You call this a character-driven story. What does that mean?
The psychology of the characters plays a huge part in the story. I’ve long been interested in the nature vs. nurture
argument; what influences an individual’s personality the most? My interest in criminal psychology and narcissism
and how family members could interact with these dangerous types fascinates me. Spell presents the fact you can’t
outrun your family, no matter how much you try.
How is this story the same/different from your other work?
In terms of tone, I would compare it most to my short story Wicked Wolves of Windsor (in the book of the same
name) as it also deals with an unpleasant parent. The violence level is about the same as well.
Unlike my College Fae series or the Historical Romantic Fairytale series, this book is for adults. I would rate it
around PG-14, but it is not a horror or thriller book. Unlike some of my fairytales, this story deals with trauma and
one attempted assault. Sensitive and young readers (16 and younger) should know this before deciding if the book
is for them.
Is this a standalone or part of a series? How long is it?
At this time, it is a standalone. This is a full-length book, almost 80,000 words.
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BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR

The first in a four-book series, this YA Fantasy book is about true
friendships and magical companions. It is a contemporary fae fantasy
with twists and surprises.
College Life: Friends, Finals, and the Fae trying to kill you.
When Brigit ran away from her helicopter parents, all the dryad
wanted was an uncomplicated college life. When she’s kicked out of
her apartment by her Troll roommate, stealing a bedroom from a
human appears to be a simple plan.
Unfortunately, her roomie has problems of his own - a messy break-up
with a Siren means without her help, he will die.

“Now, if some monsters can be reasonable, perhaps their body won’t
become a beer stein or a rug.”

"Packed with imagery, wit, and a
storyline that skips along at a great
pace - clever worldbuilding and
authentic characters."
"little touches add a lot of humor and
detail - raise this above your average
YA fantasy."

The closet door, which had been slowly opening during the battle,
now opened all the way. From the darkness stepped forward a domed
hairy haystack of a creature, a thousand tiny eyestalks emerging from
its coarse coat of black fur. Its many eyestalks waved frantically about
in opposite directions, giving it a harried, panicked air. It stood on
two long chicken feet.
Its shrieking voice was as piercing and irritating as nails down a
chalkboard.
“If I’m no longer needed, I shall go.”
But the closet monster’s attempt at dignity was interrupted by a jeer
from Brigit.
“Never needed and never wanted. Boom-Boom, escort it from the
premises.”
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“No need to rush me,” said the monster loftily, which earned it a knock
on its head from Granite as the wrestler said, “Do you want more of
Boom-Boom?”

BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR

The first in a four-book series, this YA Fantasy book is about true
friendships and magical companions. It is a contemporary fae fantasy
with twists and surprises.
Never Date a Siren
Book #1 in the College Fae magic series
In the WorldCat, SkyRiver catalog
Format: Paperback, Digital
Publisher: Rook and Castle Press (2019)
Language: English
Pages: 272
Dimensions: 5 x 8 inches
For wholesale print inquires:
ISBN 978-1-7334566-3-0,
Ingram Book Company
1-800-937-8200
customerservice@ingrambook.com
For wholesale ebook inquires:
ISBN 978-1-7334566-7-8
www.draft2digital.com/

"Packed with imagery, wit, and a
storyline that skips along at a great
pace - clever worldbuilding and
authentic characters."
"little touches add a lot of humor and
detail - raise this above your average
YA fantasy."
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College Life: Friends, Finals, and the Fae trying to kill you.
When Brigit ran away from her helicopter parents, all the dryad
wanted was an uncomplicated college life. When she’s kicked out of
her apartment by her Troll roommate, stealing a bedroom from a
human appears to be a simple plan.
Unfortunately, her roomie has problems of his own - a messy break-up
with a Siren means without her help, he will die.

“Now, if some monsters can be reasonable, perhaps their body won’t
become a beer stein or a rug.”
The closet door, which had been slowly opening during the battle,
now opened all the way. From the darkness stepped forward a domed
hairy haystack of a creature, a thousand tiny eyestalks emerging from
its coarse coat of black fur. Its many eyestalks waved frantically about
in opposite directions, giving it a harried, panicked air. It stood on
two long chicken feet.
Its shrieking voice was as piercing and irritating as nails down a
chalkboard.
“If I’m no longer needed, I shall go.”
But the closet monster’s attempt at dignity was interrupted by a jeer
from Brigit.
“Never needed and never wanted. Boom-Boom, escort it from the
premises.”
“No need to rush me,” said the monster loftily, which earned it a knock
on its head from Granite as the wrestler said, “Do you want more of
Boom-Boom?”

WRITING AS BYRD NASH

This is a contemporary YA fantasy taking place at a European university where the fae and humans attend classes
together. It is a story of growing up and friendship. The series of four books is suitable for 14+ readers.

The story is about the real-life challenges of attending university: bad roommates, taking finals, and professors
who don't understand you. It differs from real life in that humans have classmates that are creatures from classic
myths, legends, and folklore. I loved using sirens, dryads, naiads, púcas, kelpies, and brownies, all in a fresh and
exciting way.
While magic does happen in the series, there is no wand-waving, secret societies, or Latin chants to make spells. I
prefer my fantasy creatures to be odd and weird, but strangely fitting into the human world. Magic fits seamlessly
into the world, and it is a very approachable series since the setting and background are based on our world.

From the very beginning, I wanted Brigit (a black fae dryad) to be someone who many readers could identify with
and enjoy. However, as a white writer, I do not write about the black experience, which is not my story to tell.

When I started developing this story, I had a friend working on a historical fiction piece that was taking place in
Germany, and I had visited Germany during my college years. I was also very lucky to get a Beta Reader who lived
in Germany, who helped me make the world come alive.
The story takes place in a country similar to Germany called Bewachterberg, so readers can feel an immediate
familiarity and general understanding of how things work. However, the fae hid the land for 99 years and a day
(1890 to 1989), making the history of the country complex.
Things are not as normal as they might appear at first.
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BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR

A haunted library is under threat when a monster prowls the stacks.
Even the ghosts are frightened by the thing that devours knowledge.
To make matters worse, loyalty between friends is tested when Brigit
is accused of vandalism and stealing test answers.
The dryad must find the guilty party fast, or she could be devoured by
a creature that doesn’t play nicely with others.
Fan favorite, Jib, the talking púca cat, returns and is joined by a new
creature, Obake, a dwarf flying squirrel, who can unlock secret
knowledge.

“I am the guest-of-honor. Confirm what I say is the truth, bard.”
Dealing with the fae had taught him much; Logan took his time before
replying. “You believe you’re the guest-of-honor, sir,” agreed Logan
diplomatically.

"Even better than the first book, Nash
takes her fae characters to deeper
levels of magic."
"Byrd Nash does it again with this
witty, fantastical Young Adult book!"
"I think I've added a new favorite
author to my list. Her writing is just
brilliant."

“Ha!” snapped Bandemer. “If I believed I was the Queen of Sheba and
said as much, it would appear as truth. You bandy words about,
stranger.”
“I eat words,” sneered the monk, his protuberant eyes glowering.
“Especially those used poorly or if they lack veracity.”
During this fractious conversation, Anna Burkhalter and Kados Géza
appeared behind the chancellor. The librarian requested in a low
voice, “Gentleman, can we keep our voices down? This place of
learning requires we all act with decorum.”
The monk gave a glare at the head librarian. His stare was as mad as
Rasputin’s.
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“This a place of learning? A bastion of perversion. I would rather call a
donkey’s fart a pearl of wisdom. And you, madam, the lead donkey.”

BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR

A haunted library is under threat when a monster prowls the stacks.
Even the ghosts are frightened by the thing that devours knowledge.
A Study in Spirits
Book #2 in the College Fae magic series
In the WorldCat, SkyRiver catalog
Format: Paperback, Digital
Publisher: Rook and Castle Press (2020)
Language: English
Pages: 326
Dimensions: 5 x 8 inches
For wholesale print inquires:
ISBN 978-1-7348938-1-6,
Ingram Book Company
1-800-937-8200
customerservice@ingrambook.com
For wholesale ebook inquires:
ISBN 978-1-7348938-0-9
www.draft2digital.com/

"Even better than the first book, Nash
takes her fae characters to deeper
levels of magic."
"Byrd Nash does it again with this
witty, fantastical Young Adult book!"

To make matters worse, loyalty between friends is tested when Brigit
is accused of vandalism and stealing test answers.
The dryad must find the guilty party fast, or she could be devoured by
a creature that doesn’t play nicely with others.
Fan favorite, Jib, the talking púca cat, returns and is joined by a new
creature, Obake, a dwarf flying squirrel, who can unlock secret
knowledge.

“I am the guest-of-honor. Confirm what I say is the truth, bard.”
Dealing with the fae had taught him much; Logan took his time before
replying. “You believe you’re the guest-of-honor, sir,” agreed Logan
diplomatically.
“Ha!” snapped Bandemer. “If I believed I was the Queen of Sheba and
said as much, it would appear as truth. You bandy words about,
stranger.”
“I eat words,” sneered the monk, his protuberant eyes glowering.
“Especially those used poorly or if they lack veracity.”
During this fractious conversation, Anna Burkhalter and Kados Géza
appeared behind the chancellor. The librarian requested in a low
voice, “Gentleman, can we keep our voices down? This place of
learning requires we all act with decorum.”
The monk gave a glare at the head librarian. His stare was as mad as
Rasputin’s.
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“This a place of learning? A bastion of perversion. I would rather call a
donkey’s fart a pearl of wisdom. And you, madam, the lead donkey.”

WRITING AS BYRD NASH

After writing book #1, I knew I wanted to write more about the library. The original abbey building is an important
part of the university and the oldest building on campus. Due to the history of the country, it is bound to have
ghosts! When a creature arrives at Leopold Otto University, it is intent on destroying the books in the abbey
library, and Brigit is just as determined to crush it before it succeeds.

I really like to see what my characters do/react when faced with the unpredictable. I also like to surprise the reader
in a pleasant way, so there are two scenes I especially like:
Early on, there is a confrontation between the main character, Logan, who is a human bard, and his roommate's
father. This scene tells you a lot about what the fae think about humans and how they treat them.
Another scene I enjoyed writing deals with a powerful character, Paul, who is a Doppleganger. Through a series of
events, he ends up hiding in a trash dumpster. It was an embarrassing moment for Paul and naturally lent itself to
a lot of comedy. Paul's real appearance is also revealed (which is a spoiler, so I won't go into depth here).

Emma is a skilled gamer and programmer from Vancouver, Canada, whose hacking skills get our friends into
trouble with the administration. Her companion, Obake, is a tsukumogami, a Japanese spirit. It can take the form of
a key, a flash drive, or dwarf flying squirrel, and is an expert at revealing secret knowledge. The problem is, it has
no filter and blurts those secrets out at inappropriate moments.

Of course Jib, the púca, returns. The great thing about writing about a talking cat is it can interact with any
character and enhance a scene. For example, when Jib tries to help Paul out of trouble, I was laughing out loud
when writing the scene. Poor Paul!
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BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR

Danger from a fae court comes calling when a queen visits her
daughter at college.
Queen Elixia attending a symposium sponsored by the university may
irk her daughter, Brigit, but neither can ignore the warnings given by a
Black Dog. For all know that a magical fae hound’s prophecies come
true.
Who knew that protecting a puppy that survived the traumatic
destruction of his fae court would put both Brigit and her loyal friend,
Logan, into danger?
Or that Jib, the talking cat, would get into a huff about sharing space
with a dog?
Worse? The fae queen just met Logan’s human mother.

"Totally recommend for lovers of
paranormal fiction, especially about
fae-human interactions."
"Thank you for another delicious book
to get lost in!!!!"

Everyone stared at the dog. As if in response to their attention, it
suddenly started to grow in size. Brown eyes turned to blue-ice chips. A
gas-blue flame licked its black coat. In a vibrant, prophetic voice, the
Black Dog spoke:

"Readers will love the character and
plot development."

“The hound of death hunts a noble prize; When the glass turns, who
falls, so others rise?”

"It's my favorite book in the series so
far!"

In the stunned silence that followed, Brigit’s mother said, “That is why
I’ve never allowed a dog at home. Between their stinky breath and the
omens, one simply can’t have them about.”

"Ms. Nash is proving to be a delightful
writer."

At her words, the dog shrank in size, and the blue flames disappeared.
Tucking his tail, he crawled under the French Provencal sofa, leaving
only the tip of a tail showing.
“Mother!” cried Brigit. “You’ve hurt his feelings.”
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“Dear, you can’t let sentiment influence you. No reasonable person
keeps a harbinger. It’s simply not done.”

BY BYRD NASH, AUTHOR

Danger from a fae court comes calling when a queen visits her
daughter at college.

Bane of Hounds
Book #3 in the College Fae magic series
In the WorldCat, SkyRiver catalog
Format: Paperback, Digital
Publisher: Rook and Castle Press (2020)
Language: English
Pages: 382
Dimensions: 5 x 8 inches
For wholesale print inquires:
ISBN 978-1-7348938-7-8,
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Queen Elixia attending a symposium sponsored by the university may
irk her daughter, Brigit, but neither can ignore the warnings given by a
Black Dog. For all know that a magical fae hound’s prophecies come
true.
Who knew that protecting a puppy that survived the traumatic
destruction of his fae court would put both Brigit and her loyal friend,
Logan, into danger?
Or that Jib, the talking cat, would get into a huff about sharing space
with a dog?
Worse? The fae queen just met Logan’s human mother.

Everyone stared at the dog. As if in response to their attention, it
suddenly started to grow in size. Brown eyes turned to blue-ice chips. A
gas-blue flame licked its black coat. In a vibrant, prophetic voice, the
Black Dog spoke:
“The hound of death hunts a noble prize; When the glass turns, who
falls, so others rise?”

"Totally recommend for lovers of
paranormal fiction, especially about
fae-human interactions."
"Thank you for another delicious book
to get lost in!!!!"

In the stunned silence that followed, Brigit’s mother said, “That is why
I’ve never allowed a dog at home. Between their stinky breath and the
omens, one simply can’t have them about.”
At her words, the dog shrank in size, and the blue flames disappeared.
Tucking his tail, he crawled under the French Provencal sofa, leaving
only the tip of a tail showing.
“Mother!” cried Brigit. “You’ve hurt his feelings.”
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“Dear, you can’t let sentiment influence you. No reasonable person
keeps a harbinger. It’s simply not done.”

WRITING AS BYRD NASH

What I've enjoyed most about writing this series is how the humor is blended with real-life problems. Bane has
some of the most humorous lines I've written while still dealing with one of the most serious topics I've covered.
There is a lot more detail of the fae and their magic, and Brigit and Logan's expand their magical powers.

A Black Dog is an apparition in the form of a large dog. It is regarded as a portent of death, although sometimes
they do provide assistance. In Bane of Hounds, Black Dogs are harbingers, fae beings who give Dooms or Banes,
prophecies that become true. The fae view them as rather troublesome pests!

Things are getting more complicated for our two main characters: Logan and Brigit. In book #1, the two become
friends, and Never Date a Siren was an introduction to Leopold Otto University. In book #2, Brigit and Logan
deepen their friendship, and start to face some serious threats which grow their magical powers.
Book #3 addresses more of the question of who are these two people? What do they want out of life? And their
struggles against what their family and society may want from them. The response from Beta readers has been
fantastic! This seems to be their favorite book so far.

I love to write about family relationships and how sticky they are! Bane is very sticky with family! Sarah Dannon,
Logan's mom, has a strong personality, as well as some trauma in her past. Meanwhile, Brigit's mother, Queen
Elixia, is dealing with her own issues: safeguarding her personal safety, and protecting her court which is in
danger.
Both Elixia and Sarah have prejudices against the other, and neither wants a romance between their children. The
two butt heads, but you may be surprised at who the victor is.
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HISTORICAL FANTASY FAIRYTALE RETELLINGS
BY BYRD NASH
How is this series different than your other stories?
This ebook series of sweet fairytales are standalone novellas that re-imagine classic
fairytales into historical settings. For example, Dance of Hearts, a Cinderella retelling,
happens in 1816 and has a Jane Austen flair. Price of a Rose, a Beauty and Beast version,
is in 1890, the late Victorian period.
Why not use a fantasy world setting?
During 2020, I wanted something light to read. While working on my College Fae series,
I started writing Dance of Hearts. My thinking was to create a satisfying fairytalethemed romance that would be a comfort read. Fantasy settings, due to their
complicated worldbuilding, can be a roadblock for readers wanting a quick read.
What makes this set of fairytales unique?
Each fairytale is inspired by a classic (Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, Thumbelina,
Rapunzel, etc.). Each gives the reader a "Happily Ever After" that is satisfying but
includes the twists and well-fleshed characters you expect from a Byrd Nash story.
I think where my stories vary greatly from other authors currently writing in this genre
is the fairytale inspires the story, but the theme is re-imagined within a period in
history. I also pull from the original fairytales, not popular, animated versions.
Another difference is these "sweet" romances do not have violence, sexual content, or
other adult themes (although some have a few mild curse words). They are all
appropriate for 12+ readers, while some of my other books are not.
How can modern adult readers relate to fairytales?
The wonderful thing about fairytales is the core of the stories provide archetypes that
represent common human characters. Challenges for a heroine or hero are caused by
magic, or are solved by magic. Regardless of the circumstance, magic is taken for
granted by the characters as something that simply exists.
It can be difficult to write a period piece where today's readers can admire the heroines,
especially if you strive for historical accuracy. However, people always have the same
problems: interfering family, a need for love, a lack of money, and a desire for a magical
moment to define their life.
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